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ABSTRACT

This study aims at overcoming some of the inconsistencies of stabilization diagrams, by
applying a novel dispersion analysis framework that relies on the effective modal de-
composition of the vibration output’s zero-lag covariance matrix, under the assumption
of broadband random excitation. A new metric is introduced, which expresses a certain
part of the total stochastic vibration energy, and is attributed to each vibration mode. It
is then shown how this metric can be integrated into a stabilization diagram, in order
to enrich the displayed information and facilitate the model order selection process. In
this respect, a vibration mode is identified as structural when it appears stabilized in both
its frequency and its dispersion metric. The method’s performance is assessed through
structural identification problems from both simulated and experimental vibration data,
for which subspace and prediction-error based methods are utilized.

KEYWORDS : Structural identification, model order selection, stabilization diagrams,
dispersion analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Parametric, time–domain methods have been widely used in structural identification problems and
continue to gain increased attention in both an experimental and operational setting [1–3]. In contrast
to their non–parametric counterparts, where structural estimation is mainly based on information ex-
tracted from graphical representations, such as the frequency response function, time–domain methods
lead to the establishment of a closed–form mathematical description of the structure in either state–
space, or transfer function representation.

Irrespectively of the adopted model representation and the applied method for the estimation of
its parameters, a critical issue that is intimately related to structural identification is that of (correctly)
estimating the number of vibration modes. To this end, stabilization diagrams (SDs) have proven
effective in demanding structural problems [4], on the basis of the principle that physical eigenmodes
tend to appear at a certain frequency, irrespectively of the order of the time–domain model. Yet,
the current setting of SDs is amenable to quite a few inconsistencies, including sensitivity to noise,
frequency splitting, and stabilization of spurious modes, that in many cases alter the final decision.
Certain clearing tools [5, 6] may facilitate the decision process, especially when very large structures
are considered, however the inherent discrepancies (e.g., the stabilization of spurious modes) can still
be present.

Current tools that distinguish structural from extraneous modes are, in general, method specific.
Among others, the use of modal amplitude coherence that is employed within the context of ERA [7]
has been reported to be problematic [8], while conventional dispersion analysis [9] is limited to transfer
function representations and it is based on a “sensitive”, residue–based calculation. In an effort to
enhance the effectiveness of the model order selection process in a more general framework, Goethals
and De Moor [10] have proposed a method based on a measure of the error when an associated mode
is removed from the model. This method has been recently extended by Reynders and De Roeck [11]
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to the modal transfer norm metric and it can be considered as global, in the sense that it can be
applied to both state–space and transfer function models. A similar global perspective is employed
in Dertimanis [12], who extends the conventional dispersion analysis scheme to cover state–space
models as well [13].

This study aims at overcoming some of the aforementioned inconsistencies of SDs by incorporat-
ing a certain degree of sophistication to them. To achieve this, a novel dispersion analysis framework
is applied, which relies on the effective modal decomposition of the vibration output’s zero-lag co-
variance matrix. This decomposition attributes an additional quantitative measure to every vibration
mode, apart from the natural frequency, the damping ratio and the mode shape, which expresses a cer-
tain part of the total stochastic vibration energy and can be used in both forward and inverse setting.
A corresponding modal dispersion metric is then integrated to the SDs in either pure, or normalized
form and provides further information not only on the presence of a structural mode, but also about
its estimated significance. In this respect, a vibration mode is considered structural when it appears
stabilized in both frequency and dispersion.

The proposed method is characterized by global applicability, in that it can be applied to both
state-space and transfer function models, serving thus also as a common measure of effectiveness
among diverse estimation methods. Its performance is investigated through induced structural iden-
tification problems from simulated and experimental vibration data. In the former, a five degree–of–
freedom (DOF) lumped–mass system serves as a test case and the PO–MOESP method [14] is em-
ployed for the estimation of state–space models using noise–corrupted acceleration and displacement
data. In the latter, a suspended steel subframe flexible structure is considered [15] and the two–stages
least–squares (2SLS) method is applied to the estimation of VARMAX models using applied forces
and measured accelerations.

1. THE DISPERSION ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

1.1 The structure in discrete–time state–space format

A structural system with n DOFs can be represented by a second–order vector differential equation as

Mq̈(t)+Dq̇(t)+Kq(t) = Pf(t) (1)

in which M, D and K are the real [n×n] mass, viscous damping and stiffness matrices, q(t) is the [n×1]
vibration displacement vector, f(t) is the [p×1] vector of excitations and P is a [n× p] “coordinates”
matrix. By defining a [2n×1] state vector as x(t) = [qT (t) q̇T (t)]T , a discrete–time representation of
Equation 1 in state–space is given by

x[t +1] = Adx[t]+Bdf[t] (2a)
y[t] = Cdx[t]+Ddf[t] (2b)

where Ad = eAcTs (Ts (s) denotes the sampling period), Bd =
[
Ad− I

]
A−1

c Bc, Cd = Cc, Dd = Dc and

Ac =

[
On In

−M−1K −M−1D

]
[2n×2n], Bc =

[
0

M−1P

]
[2n× p] (3)

y(t) = q(t) : Cc =
[
In On

]
[n×2n] Dc = 0 (4a)

y(t) = q̇(t) : Cc =
[
On In

]
[n×2n] Dc = 0 (4b)

y(t) = q̈(t) : Cc =
[
−M−1K −M−1D

]
[n×2n] Dc = M−1P (4c)

The above expressions for the discrete–time state and input matrices correspond to the assumption of
constant inter–sample behaviour of the input signal (e.g., zero–order hold principle).
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1.2 Derivation of Modal Dispersions

Under the assumption that the structural excitation can be modeled as a zero–mean Gaussian white
noise process with covariance matrix

ΓΓΓ f f [h] = ΣΣΣ f f δ [h] (5)

where δ [h] denotes Kronecker’s Delta function and h the time lag, it can be proved [12] that a modal
decomposition of the state vector’s covariance matrix is

ΓΓΓxx[h]≡ E
{

x[t +h]xT [t]
}
=

2n

∑
k=1

Pkλ
h
k (6)

where λk is the kth eigenvalue of Ad (distinct eigenvalues have been assumed) and is Pk given by

Pk = GkΣΣΣ

2n

∑
m=1

GT
m

1−λkλm
(7)

In Equation 7, ΣΣΣ = BdΣΣΣ f f BT
d and Gk’s are the projectors of the spectral decomposition of Ad [16],

f (Ad) =
2n

∑
k=1

Gk f (λk) (8)

for which G2
k = Gk, GiG j = O, for i 6= j and ∑k Gk = I. In Equation 8, f denotes a function that

is defined for every λk. Using Equation 6 it is possible to derive a corresponding expression for the
output vector y[t], by just exploring the output equation. It can be easily deduced that ΓΓΓyy[h] can be
expressed as

ΓΓΓyy[h]≡ E
{

y[t +h]yT [t]
}
=

2n

∑
k=1

Qkλ
h
k (9)

where the matrices Qk are calculated in respect to the type of the vibration output: in the displace-
ment/velocity case Qk = CdPkCT

d , whereas in the acceleration case the expressions are more compli-
cated. See Dertimanis [12] for further details.

Having established a modal decomposition for the covariance matrix of the output vector under
broadband stochastic excitation, it follows that at zero lag

ΓΓΓyy[0] =
2n

∑
k=1

Qk =
n

∑
k=1

Qk +Q∗k (10)

with the asterisk denoting complex conjugate. Taking under consideration that ΓΓΓyy[0] corresponds to
the multivariate equivalent of variance and it can, thus, be associated to the stochastic vibration energy
of the output series, a modal dispersion matrix can be defined as

Ek = Qk +Q∗k (11)

in order to assess the contribution of the kth mode to the total vibration energy. Correspondingly, the
normalized modal dispersion matrix is defined as a matrix ∆∆∆k with elements

[∆∆∆k]i j =
[Ek]i j[ n
∑

m=1
Em

]
i j

100% =
[Ek]i j[

ΓΓΓyy[0]
]

i j

100% (12)
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2. APPLICATION TO SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

Essentially, the dispersion analysis framework previously outlined attributes an additional quantitative
index to each vibration mode, when a structure is excited by a broadband random force. To see that
this is indeed the case, a modal dispersion metric (MDM) can be defined from the modal dispersion
matrices as

δE,k,2 = ‖Ek‖2 or δ∆,k,2 = ‖∆∆∆k‖2 (13a)
δE,k,∞ = ‖Ek‖∞ or δ∆,k,∞ = ‖∆∆∆k‖∞ (13b)

using the L2 or L∞ norms, where k = 1,2, . . . ,n. Equations 13 imply that every vibration mode can
now be characterized by four quantities: the natural frequency, the damping ratio, the mode shape and
the MDM. This feature can be used in both forward (e.g., for model reduction) and inverse setting.

In the latter case, the MDM can be very easily incorporated into SDs. While several alternatives
can be potentially examined, two implementations are currently discussed and assessed in Section 3..
The first implementation simply refers to modify the SD in a way that renders the estimated disper-
sion of each mode. This can be done by either introducing a third dimension to the original two–
dimensional format of the SDs, or by attributing a certain color range to the modal dispersion band
and, accordingly, coloring each identified mode. In this way, mode stabilization can not only refer to
the value of a specific frequency, but also to its attributed color.

Since the MDM that accompanies a specific mode may be expanded over a wide range of nu-
merical values, a second implementation can be accomplished by introducing a normalized modal
dispersion metric (nMDM) as

δ̄\,k,# =
δ\,k,#

max
k

(δ\,k,#)
(14)

for \ = E,∆ and # = 2,∞. This metric is always a number between 0 and 1, with the latter value
corresponding to the mode of the highest contribution to the stochastic vibration energy of the struc-
ture. The use of this normalization to the SDs enables direct extraction of the most important vibration
mode. In addition, a threshold can be further employed so as to prevent modes with negligible nMDM,
compared to the one of the most important mode, to appear to a SD.

While the process described herein stems from the original state–space representation, it can be
extended to cover transfer function representations as well. In specific, assuming a model of the form,

y[t] = K(q) · f[t]+L(q) · e[t] (15)

where K(q) and L(q) are multivariate transfer functions that describe the output–to–input and the
output–to–noise dynamics, respectively, the dispersion analysis framework can be applied to the
noise–free part. Since K(q) can be factorized as a product of two matrix polynomials of order p,
the noise–free part of y[t] can be written recursively as

ys[t]+
p

∑
i=1

Vi ·ys[t− i] = W0 · f[t]+
p

∑
j=1

W j · f[t− j] (16)

where the Vi’s and W j’s are matrices of appropriate sizes. A state–space realization of Equation 16 in
the form of Equation 2 is then given in Dertimanis [12].

3. APPLICATIONS

3.1 Simulated structure

The proposed method is now applied to the identification problem of the two–input, five–output struc-
tural system illustrated in Figure 1. To each vibration mode, 1% damping has been added using the
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Figure 1 : Five DOF structural system with mi = 0.1 Kg, i = 1, . . . ,5, k1 = k3 = k5 = 500 N/m, k2 = 10 N/m
and k4 = k6 = 100 N/m.
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Figure 2 : Identification Results for the five DOF lumped-mass structure. The left column corresponds to
acceleration and the right column to displacement structural response, respectively.

procedure described in Clough and Penzien [17, Sec. 12.5], before the structure is brought into the
state–space format, for both acceleration and displacement output (two distinct cases). Accordingly,
discretization is performed using the zero order hold at Ts = 0.01 s and the discrete–time state–space
models (for acceleration and displacement outputs, respectively) are excited by a zero–mean bivariate
Gaussian process of covariance matrix

ΣΣΣ f f =

[
0.968 −0.006
−0.006 0.999

]
In each case, the resulting structural responses are zero–mean subtracted and noise–corrupted at 10%
noise–to–signal ratio, forming a final two input–five output data set of N = 5000 data per channel.
Identification is performed by the PO–MOESP [14] method (Hankel matrix with 50 block rows is
chosen), for even state orders between 2 and 50.

The results are shown at Figure 2 and Table. 1. It is obvious that the modified SDs covey sig-
nificantly enriched in comparison to the conventional ones. Focusing on the acceleration case, four
areas exhibit stabilization in both the frequency and the nMDM. When no threshold is activated (Fig-
ure 2(a)), many frequencies appear naturally, some of which tend to stabilize. These are however
attributed by negligible nMDMs and can be safely discarded as extraneous. On the contrary, when
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Table 1 : Theoretical and estimated nMDMs for the acceleration and the displacement cases (simulated struc-
ture; PO–MOESP; 10% added white measurement noise). The estimated data have been extracted from the
state–space model of the same order to the theoretical one.

Acceleration Displacement

Theoretical Estimated Theoretical Estimated

Mode fn (Hz) δ∆,n,2 δ̄∆,n,2 δ∆,n,2 δ̄∆,n,2 δ∆,n,2 δ̄∆,n,2 δ∆,n,2 δ̄∆,n,2

1 2.299 244.20 0.200 226.35 0.191 502.26 1.000 502.02 1.000
2 5.671 559.59 0.453 533.04 0.451 42.59 0.085 37.11 0.074
3 11.366 12.25 0.010 – – 0.14 0.000 – –
4 16.111 1198.90 0.980 1157.60 0.979 1.20 0.002 1.17 0.002
5 16.973 1223.50 1.000 1182.40 1.000 1.19 0.002 2.02 0.005

a 5% threshold is employed (Figure 2(c)), the SD becomes very clear and the fundamental frequen-
cies of the structure are identified along with their corresponding contribution. One structural mode
remains unidentified, as it does not appear in the SDs. Yet, as Table 1 reveals, this is the third mode,
which is characterized by negligible dispersion. Similar performance is observed in the displacement
case, where now it is the first mode that dominates the stochastic response. The two trailing vibra-
tion modes have been identified and stabilized in both frequency and nMDM (Figure 2(b)), but when
a 5% threshold is employed they are also vanished, since they are now characterized by negligible
dispersion (Table 1).

3.2 Experimental structure

The structural identification problem of a suspended steel subframe flexible structure described in [18]
is considered as a second application study. The data set (8523 samples per channel, sampling fre-
quency Fs = 1024 Hz) is available from the SISTA Identification Database [19] and it consists of 2
force input signals and 28 vibration acceleration responses around the structure. The input–output
data set used for the identification tasks consists of the first 4000 samples of the input channels and
of six output channels (node numbers 1,2,12,13,16 and 26). The 2SLS method for the estimation of
VARMAX(k,k+1,k,0) models is employed, for k = 1,2, . . . ,20. Consistency to previously published
results for the structure [18] forces the analysis to concentrate to modes within the [25 512] Hz band.

Figure 3 and Table 2 display the identification results. The upper SD (0% threshold) reveals
the existence of many structural frequencies and indicates a dominated mode at around 230 Hz. Yet,
at higher state orders the diagram is starting to become fuzzy. The application of a 2% threshold
improves things a lot, leading to the identification of 14 structural modes, presented in Table 2, and
the selection of VARMAX(10,11,10,0) (state order 60) as a final model. It is however evident that the
dispersion stabilization of some modes is not as consistent, an issue that requires further investigation.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented a novel methodology for the performance improvement of SDs, through the in-
corporation of additional information to their conventional form. To this end, and starting from a
state–space representation, a dispersion analysis framework was applied and adapted, which takes ad-
vantage of a specific modal decomposition of the output covariance matrix. It was shown how a newly
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Figure 3 : Identification Results for the steel subframe structure. State order equals 6k.

introduced index, the MDM, can be associated to a specific structural vibration mode, which quanti-
fies the modal contribution to the stochastic structural response, under the assumption of broadband
random excitation. A normalized version of the MDM was then integrated into the SD, aiming at facil-
itating the selection process by overcoming problems like the stabilization of extraneous frequencies,
yet also by directly providing insights about the significance of each stabilized mode. The promising
results encourage further investigation towards this path, especially in respect to operational modal
analysis and output–only identification, as well as automated processes that are currently areas of very
active research.
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